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All friends of the Jesus-Revelation through the writing-servant and writing-prophet
Jakob Lorber feel connected to all the people of the world as creatures and children of
one and the same Father. This heavenly Father embodied Himself in the Jesus Christ
2,000 years ago [25-28 AD.] All spirit-friends of the Jesus-Revelation recognize in this
eternal Revelation a new and great Word of God and strive to come to a mutual joyful
exchange.

INTROSPECTION– SELF EXAMINATION
===================================

Contacts and reactions
We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr.33.
Reactions will be published to the incoming order again:

Gerard

The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed in the
next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates will then postponed and are
probably included in the subsequent publication.

- We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading============================================================ = =

In this Issue:
• About the 'millennial kingdom’.
• The original Biblical faith.
• PEACE everywhere after the cleansing time.
• Our actions are observed.
• A look into the future.
================================================================

Dear Jakob-Lorber reader,
What exactly are the consequences of the new Privacy Act for the Jakob Lorber Bulletin
International? We would like to point out a few points to you in connection with this:
♦ Your name and e-mail address and any correspondence are solely with the editors and are
only used for the extensive doctrine of Jesus described in the New Revelations. The
addresses are never made available to third parties!
♦ We use this information exclusively for sending the monthly newsletter.
♦ We also want to keep you informed in future about many crucial facts, which are described
in the works of Jakob Lorber and give you the opportunity to become somewhat more
familiar with Biblical Hebrew, which Lorber and Swedenborg sometimes write about.
♦ We therefore assume that you want to continue receiving this newsletter unless you
unsubscribe! With a deregistration, name, e-mail address, etc. are removed from the address
file.
=. =. =. =. =. =. =. =. =. =. =. =. =. =. =. =

An important question !!!
Dear and good Lorber readers,
Almost 3 years ago, I took over Giuseppe's initiative from Italy; he was the founder of the
International Jakob Lorber Magazin! "For eight months the magazine appeared in five
languages around the world. The response was overwhelming.

Five flags still flutter on his website. [See: http://www.jakoblorber.it/] Because there were not
enough voluntary contributions to him, he unfortunately had to stop with this unique event. A
sequel to that - and with my request to entrust his emails to me, I have gone further in his
footsteps, albeit not in five languages, but still in German, Dutch and English.

I wanted to continue this magazine and tried to translate it into Portuguese as well. [But we
already have a link to Portugal - see at the bottom of this bulletin]. The person, who initially
was interested, has failed. I have no contacts in France, Italy and Spain. If you know
someone from these countries and if they are willing to contact me, please!
Now my main question: Do you want to be so kind to list all the 'negative points' in the
bulletins that published so far - with constructive criticism please and of course also
mention the 'positive points'. What does not interest you, what makes the magazine so
up-to-date ?!
I would find it a shame if there is no response to this. Let's put our heads together for
a moment ... G.
=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=.=

Due to circumstances, the Jakob Lorber
Bulletin International will be back in two
months, around November 15th!
Manuela from Portugal
Dear Gerard,
Greetings from our church to yours and all kindred, friends and readers around the world of
Jakob Lorber's work dictated by the Lord. Thank you for your bulletins that you keep
sending every month. The issue of May was quite a special one. Only those who are
involved in the task knows how much work it represents.

We're attaching our edition of June, which celebrates the 25th anniversary of Bethany
Church.
It has been a path with up and downs, but our Holy Father has kept us safe all the way. We
pray that one day, in the future, we can get together rejoicing in the love of Christ. As His
children, we must bind to each other, staying together as a family - our spiritual family. May
all blessings from the High be with you, dear brother, your wonderful work and with all the
readers that sincerely search and praise Him in spirit and in truth.
Your sister in the Lord,
Manuela

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
Portuguese, Spanish links from July & August 2018, nr 56 resp. 57
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_447b1c6556d24a2697c78b0b5de18f7d.pdf
http://www.refugiobetania.es/boletines/adjuntos/Agosto_2018.pdf
English link July 2018, no. 56:
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_64e96eb114654520bd286b9a9921596e.pdf
============================================================ = =

News from Israël

Does the Wailing Wall crumble in Jerusalem?

================================================================

PEACE everywhere after the big cleansing.
Isaiah 2: 4 predicts that mankind would melt their swords into plowshares, and their
spearheads into sickles! "All nations will accept the rule of the one God at the" end of
time "[so after the great selection!] and will give up all violence [of the world]. Isaiah
foresees in the near future [in which we now live in 2018, because he wrote this
already in 725 BC]. A great leader who is both holy and wise and who will put an end
to all social problems.

He gives justice to the less fortunate and the poor in the country receive an honest
verdict. [Isaiah 11: 4]. Even nature will change and all struggle and suffering will
vanish: "The wolf will live with the lamb, and the leopard will lie down with the
goat.The calf, the young lion, and the fatling will be together, and a child will lead
them.None will harm or destroy another on My entire holy mountain, for the land will
be as full of the knowledge of the Lord as the sea is filled with water.[Jes.11: 6,9]
================================================================

About the „millennial kingdom of peace“
[Shortened version]
Klaus Opitz

Jesus has predicted us a great deal about the "great justice" that is being caused by the
people themselves. Jesus has also shown us in many texts that after the judgment a
"millennial kingdom of peace" will come. His doctrine will be accepted and He will be a
"shepherd over His flock."
*) see: 'Jakob Lorber International Bulletin', October 2017, Theme: 'the youngest or Great Justice '.

1. About the personal return of Jesus.
2. About the beginning of the Millennial Kingdom ".
3. About the number 1000.
4. A shepherd and a herd.
5. About the future church.
6. A completely free church.

1. Concerning the personal return of Jesus.
……But in this land (Palestrina) where I am now persecuted by the Jews of the temple as a
criminal from one village to the other, and which is trampled down by dark heathens, I will
personally not first act, teach and comfort the weak again. But in the lands of another
continent (America) that is now [at the time of Jesus] inhabited by heathens, I will establish
a new Kingdom, a Kingdom of peace, of unity, of love and of continuous living faith.
Fear for the death of the body will no more exist among the people who walk in My
light and who will always be in contact with the angels of Heaven and associate with
them. Here you have now a real answer to your question.” (GGJ.09_094.09)

"Jesus will appear in a physical help-body like once Rafael did, in North or South
America, visible as a young man [about 33 years old], i.e. teaching and comforting the
weak and creating a new empire, and the places where His personal, physically visible
appearance of the entire Earth will be the most effective. And this personal appearance of
Jesus will be spread over the entire surface of the Earth,through all media [television;
internet]! This is followed by His personal appearance in Western Europe! "(Wilfried
Schlätz, WS-B3187))

2. The beginning of the "millennial empire".
"... But do not ask much for the beginning of the`millennial kingdom on Earth`, for such
a Kingdom would be a kingdom of God with outward splendor! - A real kingdom of God,
however, can never exist in matter, but only in spirit - And thus the `Millennial kingdom
of God 'does not appear anywhere outwardly, but very quietly and without mercy in the
hearts of the people who are of good will.
Do not ask: when and how? - For the arrival of the Millennial Kingdom of God is the
everlasting and always the same as the complete rebirth of the human spirit.
The `bound dragon` is the tamed cravings of the flesh. - And the short, one-time and final
release of it, is the final deposit of the flesh, which is still for many spirits as like what it is to
leave an apartment that someone has used for a long time.

The matter (building material) for a general God Kingdom on Earth in the hearts of the
people you already have in multiple, in your hands. [report of the New Word] Make
sure it soon ends up in the hands of many, then you will see the true, millennial
kingdom of God on Earth '! Amen.'
[Gifts from Heaven, part 2, p. 528]

3. About the number "1000".
"The number 1000 represents with its one, Me in the human personality and the three
following zeroes following the one represent Me in the fullness of My divine Trinity. And so
the term 'thousand years' is to be understood as meaning that the number 1000
represents Me in the fullness of My Divinity in accordance. (Jehovah - Zebaoth
Immanuel). The word 'year', represents the time in which I will remain at the top of the
reign until the end and lead the people of this earth, partly myself and partly through many of
my newly awakened servants.
They [the people in such a blessed period] will also have to pass through their freedom-oflife test, as they do now, and will have to deal with the matter a lot. But after a struggle they
will be clothed with the garment of immortality, and you are therefore in the great
transitional period. [Gifts of Heaven part 3, page 278]

4. A shepherd and a herd
... "Just as the Jews used to know only one Jerusalem, so too will there be only one
church. There will be one shepherd and one herd! The religious cults will disappear, the
God, Creator and Lord, who once on your earth as a human being, will be recognized
as how He was and will be forever your leader and father of all.
The fellowship of the spirit world will still be increased by the fact that I will come to
see My children, in person, in order to comfort them and to prove to them factually that
everything that I once said, what My apostles wrote, and what John in his revelation said, will
be fulfilled.
When all spiritual and material wars have ceased, then all will easily understand Me and
also willing to keep My commandments, which will begin with charity and end with the love
of God. ...
A whole human race, held by a bond of love, will help each other helpfully, where not
the Lord, not the servant, but the bond of brotherly and sisterly love has joined
together all the people, where territorial boundaries have disappeared, and rulers and
popes are no longer interested in serving the
physical forces of the one and the mental powers of the other.
Also guided in their interior by a rational religion, they will listen to the promptings of other
spirits and even to My voice and believe in it. In this way, even the association with the
spirit world has become a binder, which banishes death with its fears in this world and
represents the other world as it really is. "
(From: Jakob Lorber, "The Second Coming of Christ": "Declaration of the Revelation of John",
received in 1875 by Gottfried Mayerhofer)

5. About the future churches
... "During My earthly visit, I said:" I am a Spirit, and whoever wants to worship Me must
worship Me in spirit and in truth! "What did I teach My apostles then? Was it a certain
religious-community? I demanded of them churches or similar buildings, where only the
Mines were to be commemorated and where if that had happened, the people as now with
their church passages and their machine-like things and mindless copycat-prayers believe
that they have coped with Me, to return to their worldly pursuits and pleasures again.
How I taught people at that time to love Me and their neighbor, and then, by virtue of the
goodness of good deeds, to always have the church, God, and peace of mind within, as I
recently did in all the sermons. (* Explained on almost every page that I am a spirit, and the
exercise of my teaching must be understood only spiritually and then translated into
practical life, so will the future church.
*) Gottfried Mayerhofer, "Sermons of the Lord", Lorber Verlag
No organization, no religious cult will neither stimulate nor compel the people to
follow My teaching, but the temple or the sanctuary, where I am worshiped and where I will
have My abode, as always, only to be the human heart itself!
If the flame of My love does not always burn there, then all sacred eternal lamps in
churches, mosques or synagogues will not help! There must be organized, this sanctuary
must be cleansed, that I may dwell there; and who then bears Me in the heart, for that is My
nature, My entire visible creation from the largest central Suns has begun to the smallest
moss plants or microorganisms [little microbe creatures],

a temple, where he can find Me everywhere with the spiritual eye only Me and can
only find, understand and learn to love only Me again!
The only thing that will be possible and necessary in the future is that the better talented
educates, guides and can support the weak, and that for this purpose meetings will take
place, allowing the means of mutual exchanges, ideas and thoughts for all will become a
common clock to fulfill what I once gave to the world in My above-mentioned two love
commandments!
This is the whole organization of a so-called church (in my sense), because once people
have come so far that rank and birth differences have ceased, that all people respect each
other and honor each other as brothers and sisters, what more do you want? Or does
not every true religion strives to achieve this?
I hope, My child, you will now understand what I want to say if in the future, I promise you
that there will only be "a Shepherd and a herd"! So take My doctrine with a childlike mind as
once My disciples did, to whom I also said nothing else, then: "Go into the wide world and
preach my Gospel!" That's why you received this for every Sunday of the year, so that first
you understand the Bible and their texts in the right way, and secondly, so that in
meetings My Gospel and My words are thus explained and understood as I said so
and what I meant by the same thing.
"This is the spiritual order by which I want and can raise people's souls to spirits for
My Kingdom."
(From: Gottfried Mayerhofer: „Geistige und natürliche Diät-Winke“, „Lebensgarten“)
.. [8] I am now giving you a completely free church that does not need any other fencing
than with everyone his very own heart, wherein the spirit and truth are dwelling and where
alone God wants to be recognized and worshipped.
[9] Because I gave you My Spirit first, you shall not imagine yourselves by a hair’s breadth
better than any other person, and you shall not make any particular office of this gift as
is done by the heathens and the twice as dark Jews and Pharisees for there is only One
who is your Master and all of you are equal as brothers and sisters, and there shall
never be any discrimination among you.
[10] Thus, there shall not be any rules among you, and you shall not observe any
particular days or times as if they were better or worse as if God had laid down only certain
days on which He wants to hear your prayers and accept sacrifices. I tell you: with God all
days are equal and the best among many is the one on which you have done a truly
good deed for your neighbor. And thus only your deed shall in future determine the
true and sole Sabbath day pleasing to God.
[11] On whatever day you will be doing a good deed, that will be the right Sabbath,
which is considered by God, but the usual Jewish Sabbath shall be an abomination in God’s
eyes.
[12] However, if you wish to erect a so-called house of God, then build hospitals and
homes to care for your poor brothers and sisters in which you serve them with all they
need. Thus, you will perform the truest divine religion which will be most pleasing to the
Father in Heaven.
[13] By such a genuine and solely true divine religion one will recognize that you are truly
My disciples.

[14] Go home now and act accordingly, then your work will be blessed.’[GGJ1-202:7 ff.]
..“And look, in the end this will also be the case with the people on earth, and some
day, they will recognize in their spirit that there is only one God, one Lord, one Father
and only one perfect life in Him!” [Childhood of Jesus, chapter. 199:18]
The complete text can be found under www.JESUS2030.de left margin: "Über die Zukunft (1)“ und „Über
die Zukunft (2)“ - Klaus Opitz

================================================================

How life on earth will look like after the Great Cleansing.
[ After a request of a reader]

A Look into the future!

Some believe that the Millennial Kingdom is already there, but I can assure you that we are
living at the end of the End Times. In the next 1000-year empire there will be no war and
unrest. As long as there is the height of materialism and the denial of God with all possible
excesses on Earth, we cannot speak of a peaceful empire. But it's about to arrive. Faster
than we expect. Jesus will come as a thief in the night when the worldly godless tide has
reached its peak. For the time being this will be the last one, because the Earth must first be
purified if rest and peace are to come to the 7 billion inhabitants.

What will life on Earth look like after the Great cleansing?
Jesus gave his disciples a 'look into the future' and they saw how a new Earth developed
from the light clouds. To the question of Jesus, what these clouds, then had to imagine, He
replied, that these are 'united' people, completely enlightened by the divine truth. These

clouds began to grow closer together.That is to say, they formed one large community and
that is the new Earth, above which the full light and its brightness spread out a new sky.
Furthermore, the Lord says: "You must not, however, believe that this natural Earth would
then perish and be transformed into a new one - but people will only accept the spirit of
divine truth in their hearts and as true brothers and sisters. Making a new spiritual Earth
together in My Name. On this New Earth I will then be there MySelf and rule among Mine,
and they will deal with Me and never lose sight of Me. [GGJ8-48: 3,4]
We now live in the latter - the iron age - that will eat and crush all countries: the industrial
man according to Daniel 7: 19,23. A great Justice will first have to be held. The Lord will then
pronounce justice [that is His Word], but the people themselves will be their own judges ...
Jesus through Jacob Lorber in GGJ8-182:4,ff .: 'When I will come to this Earth the next time,
to keep focused on all those dead epicureans [people who think only of their well-being], then
with Me the Earth will no longer be measured by anyone with any advantage; for where one
will stand, one will also harvest and meet his needs; and people will support each other well,
but nobody will say: 'Look, that is my property and I am in charge of it! "For then people will
see that I am the Lord alone and that they are all brothers and sisters ...

In advance, the Lord as He cleansed the temple about 2,000 years ago in Jerusalem, will
now also pass the broom all over the Earth. Jesus said: "From the vast airspaces I will
send something to the Earth like a flashing lightning with a loud roar and thunder.
[Probably a great meteorite in the size and breadth of a number of kilometers, that will
hit the Earth!] Truly, all armies of the Earth will be able to do something in vain; but My
few friends will not hurt the great, invincible enemy, and they will be spared for a
whole new breeding school, from which new better people will come! [GGJ5-108: 2-4]
The imposing of a small asteroid can have major consequences for the Earth, for example a
shift of the pole axis. What should it be to an even greater consequence if this is a much
larger comet, such as catastrophic tidal waves, unprecedented earthquakes and
thunderstorms and a heavy darkness on Earth.
Ezekiel 38 and 39 write about a future crash of a Meteor that will hit the Earth during a great
war. "And I will that all the Gentiles shall see My judgment which I have kept. The house of
Israel will know that I am the Lord their God. [Ezekiel 39: 21-22]
Another Judgment that will come upon the Earth is caused by humanity itself by exhausting
the Earth from within, such as gas and oil.

The Lord says through Lorber in the GGJ6-207:12-13: 'once the atmospheric air gets too
saturated with such gasses, they will ignite over almost the entire Earth and burn

everything to ashes. But neither house nor people will stay alive. But those who
continue to exist will now also be people of the right kind. They will then inhabit a truly
completely renewed Earth. And you [i.e. The then disciples of Jesus] and many who
will come after My name and be resurrected, will be their teachers and leaders. Only
from then on will My empire be wholly all over the Earth. "
Malachi 3:18 and 4: 1: ... 'for behold, there will come a day that will burn like an oven'.
2 Peter 3: 10-11 ... "then the heavens will perish with a great noise; the elements will
melt with heat and the Earth and the works that are on it [such as cities, all natural views,
including the people] will burn. '
The sound of the last trumpet has already sounded: 1 Cor. 15: 52. This means responding to
it as the last call to penance. 'You should not think that such a fire will immediately break out
in all cities and places of the Earth at once, but as it were step by step so that people will still
have time and space to improve their lives'. GGJ10-156: 5.6. See also Isaiah 66:15, Ezek.39:
6, Zech.13: 8, Matt. 13:49, 1 Cor. 3:13, Heb.10: 27.

The Lord urges us that we will also tell and preach the other people, that - so the Lord
says - at the end no one can apologize, that he would not be warned of the danger. " GGJ851: 6
"Let them [the New Revelations] quickly fall into the hands of many, then you will see in
them the true" millennial kingdom of God on Earth. "Gifts of Heaven 2, p.436
If at least 1/3 of humanity [that is 2 1/3 billion] will be aware of the New Revelation, 'then I says the Lord - will also be personally and physically visible here and there to those
who come who love Me the most and have the greatest desire for My return and also
the full living faith for it. '
'I myself will form municipalities from them, where no power in the world can resist
anymore since I will be their commander-in-chief and their ever-invincible hero and

will direct all dead and blind worldly people. And thus will I cleanse the Earth of its old
filth. "[GGJ9: 94: 6-7]
A Kingdom of peace, of unity, of love and of constant living faith, there the Lord will establish
a new Kingdom. The Lord says that in the lands of another part of the world, inhabited
by the Gentiles, "fear of the death of the body will no longer exist among the people
who will walk in My light and will be in constant communication with the angels of
heaven and will deal with them ... "
The Lord: "The Earth belongs to Me everywhere, and I know where My return will be
most effective for the whole Earth! [GGJ9-94: 9-11]

"From America, humanity will hear things that concern us all!" The Lord then says, "But
in America that history will not last too long. In South America, where Babylon is
much worse represented than anywhere else on Earth, a great justice will soon be
released; for Babylon must be transformed everywhere in a new Jerusalem, and the
pigs of the pagan Gadarenes must perish in the grave of their night. "[GGJ. 10-29: 6] [G]

================================================================

Our actions are closely watched. [Psalm 121]
The primeval thoughts stem from God. Even your entry and exit is perceived by God
Himself. The entrance and exit have the capacity of five hundred together and that is no
longer in the materialistic sphere.
Psalm 121: 8: "The Lord will keep your exit and your entrance from now on for eternity."
Chr. Matthes +, a student of Drs. Wuister + [and prof. Weinreb +], wondered how both
underlined words are written in Hebrew; these words suddenly took on a much deeper
meaning for him, because the Hebrew word for:
'Exit' [output] = TsaTh
'Entrance' [input] = Bwa

= 90-1-400 = 491 [between matter and spirit, in the etheric sphere]
= 02-06-01 = 009 [the entrance to the earthly sphere]
=====
Total: 500

The distance from the Earth to Heaven is 500. Weinreb writes about this in 'Zahl, Zeichen
und Wort': 'the 500 will only be fulfilled when the whole time becomes complete!' There is no
Hebrew letter for the 500 [but as a closing letter] -

The exit means the end of time to enter the spiritual definitive dimension through the 9 [the
cosmic womb].

================================================================

The original Biblical faith.
[Following the July issue of Refo-Web]
In Jakob Lorber, we find the original biblical faith again and this is again confirmed by the
Lord through Lorber. As foretold in the Holy Scripture, the Lord will pour His Spirit upon every
man in the 'end time', including atheists or non-believers. All will be addressed by Him in a
certain way and be reminded, admonished and taught by Him personally or through His
messengers [Angels or appointed persons].
Numerous churches exist and according to the Jacob-Lorber Works, the Roman Catholic
Church still has the purest truth. The Lord will also "test" the most, those whom He loves
the most, and so also the Roman Catholic Church. Everything that is wrong is not tolerated
by the Lord. Regardless of the type of church, it is possible to be a good Christian anywhere
on Earth. Where His Gospel is proclaimed, people have heard that and can live by it. Our
Holy Father is concerned with the fact that man leaves the luciferic principle of pride, selflove and selfishness and returns to the divine principle of humility and giving love to God and
his neighbor.
God has not bound our eternal salvation to the right knowledge, but to do the right thing.
Who wants to live in the right way, in every church, even in Islam! The main rule is: "examine
everything and keep the good!" The Lord: "I say to no one: become a Catholic, a Protestant

or an orthodox person! But: what a person is, he remains that if he wants to, but be an active
Christian in the spirit and truth. ' [Source: Earth and Moon, chap. 73] - James 1: 22-26 and 2:
14-23.
The friends of His new Word can safely remain faithful to their mother church. Only the
Roman Catholic church is examined more closely in the Lorber Work and must endure a
strict criticism from the Lord. With reading alone, it is not finished. There must be an inner
process of self-appropriation. The enormous abundance of the spiritual good of the Holy
Revelation must be processed and eventually come to our own consciousness with the help
of the awakened spirit of God. This depends on how this is put into practice and at what level
that is possible. It is not surprising that when reading the new Revelation Scriptures, it
sometimes creates a false impression when only a small part of the extensive writings is
read. From this a misconception can arise that obscures the radiant light of the new Divine
words.

The Bible is not guilty of the emergence of many churches and its derivative sub-churches
[sects]. The Bible is partly written veiled; the New Revelations [NR] is written down in such a
way that believers receive more 'steadfast nutrition'. The NR does not replace the Bible, but it
gives an illuminating answer to the contents of the Bible. If man were to receive everything
just as spiritually, he would soon be lulled into 'sleep'. After all, he has to stay awake and
look for himself in the Bible and the NR. In the end the Lord gives us the light of what is
needed to solve ambiguities and for everyone to the degree of his inner contemplation, which
is due to him.
In the Household of God, part 1, chap. 4: 9 the Lord speaks to Jacob Lorber, as He used to
speak to the patriarchs, the prophets and the kings in the Bible. Why should that not be
possible now?! 'Tell everyone, they can be as they want, regardless of religion, and whether
that is' Roman, Protestant, Jewish, Turkish, Indian or pagan ', to all of them is said:' On Earth
there is only one true and pure church and this is the love to ME in my Son [the love of the
Lord] who is the Holy Spirit in you and proclaims THIS through My living Word. And this
Word is the Son and the Son is My love and is in Me and I fully penetrate this. And We are
one. And so I am inside you and your soul is My dwelling place, that is already the only true
church. In her alone is eternal life and she is the only sanctifying. The Kingdom of God is
within you, says the Bible. "You are the temple of God!"

In the future, the church will also be an 'outer form' in its spiritual experience, because
everything in the material creation has an outer form and also has to have the forms in order
to appear in their appearance. The churches also serve the eternal salvation of man. [Gifts of
Heaven1: 1] "A church is only a church, if it teaches My will and preaches life out of
Love, Who bled on the cross for the whole Earth, yes even for the total creation." In the
true church is life. It is about the right order of our spiritual footsteps. First learn to love God
in Jesus, absorb Him in your heart, fill your heart, with all your love to Him, so that it
becomes a place of eternal love.
If we study the Lorber Works thoroughly, you take the spirit in you. Stone churches,
ceremonies, sacred images, knife offerings with bell sounds, organ music, feudal music,
Latin chants and confessions, monastic life and the papacy, the Lord does not like at all.
Jakob Lorber describes in Heaven and Hel-2-226: "that the churches have become an
institution; God is placed in the second place because the consciousness is separated from
Him; it is coming more and more to empty forms [habits and rituals!] without having God
close in his heart. The Lord only looks at the heart, never in the outer form!
There are, here and there harsh words about the Roman Church. We must, however,
determine who the speakers were in the Lorber Scriptures. Lorber quotes the opinions of
dead people, who had bad experiences with ecclesiastical persons on Earth. Of course, not
everything is bad about the Roman faith, says the Lord in Heaven and Hell, part 2, chap.
233: 8. The Lord emphasizes the self-interest of the church as a great sin [and that applies to
all other churches!] In order to bind it fully, to dominate it and to exploit it through external
forms. The aids have been made into the main issue and the most important commandments
of love have been repressed. With baptism and confession, especially the Roman Catholic
Church has come to the forefront, so that the people have passed, through a 'deceitfulness'
and laziness.

The man inclined to inertia is pleased that he has been "born again" by baptism and has
become "a child of God" through baptism. Now he does not have to do anything himself
anymore. The church does not make him aware that he is only a potential child of God

and that baptism is given as the basis for spiritual rebirth, and with that the seed grain of
the childhood of God is laid. GJE4-220: 10-11
Yet the sacrament of forgiveness of sins and confession in the Roman Catholic Church can
bring man closer to God, even if it is God Himself who can only forgive sins. It seems to have
a liberating, cleansing and blissful effect on his soul, when the church applies this purely in
the spirit and the truth to the churchman. And that is also much better than just preaching
about hell and damnation, which frightens people and forces them to stray in the straitjacket.
According to Heaven and Hel-2-224 with Jakob Lorber it is therefore deciding whether the life
value of the ecclesiastical establishment is used in a correct or incorrect manner. G
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